Vicarious satellite calibration in the solar spectral range by means of calculated radiances and its application to Meteosat

Peter Koepke

The method of vicarious calibration by means of calculated radiances allows absolute calibration of satellite radiometers in orbit. It works by comparing counts from the radiometer to be calibrated with corresponding absolute radiances, calculated from actual values of the relevant optically acting parameters of the atmosphere and the earth's surface. The method is applied to the VIS-channel (it measures in the visible and near IR) of the European geostationary satellite Meteosat-1. To minimize uncertainties, the procedure is carried out over different surfaces, at different atmospheric conditions, and at different sun and satellite angles. The ratio between the effective radiances (the radiances at the satellite weighted with its spectral response) and the measured 6-bit counts of the Meteosat-1-VIS-channel is the calibration constant \( c_{\text{sat}} = 2.66 \text{W m}^{-2} \text{sr}^{-1}/\text{count} \). The accuracy of the calibration is \( \pm 6\% \). The inaccuracy is mainly due to the broad digitization steps of the channel. Conversion factors are presented which allow one to calculate from the effective radiance the radiance at the satellite (the radiance leaving the atmosphere).

I. Introduction

The quantitative analysis of images produced by satellite-borne radiometers requires knowledge of their calibration. Since the application of modern satellite data requires higher quantitative validity, there is a real need to solve the calibration problem. Absolute inflight calibration can be done in two ways: (1) with an onboard calibration system, i.e., blackbody, cavity, known light source, solar radiation, or (2) by "vicarious calibration" where a portion of the earth viewed by the instrument becomes a calibration source.

The calibration should include all optical elements of the radiometer, including the primary optic, which often has a large diameter, especially for geostationary satellites. From this point of view, calibration with onboard systems may cause technical difficulties. Vicarious calibration, however, allows calibration of the complete instrument. Beside this possibility of checking onboard calibration systems, vicarious calibration is useful for calibrating meteorological satellites, which are designed for image interpretation only and have no onboard calibration system.

Vicarious calibration can be performed in two ways: (1) by comparing the counts from the radiometer to be calibrated with data from a similar calibrated radiometer carried by an aircraft or satellite, or (2) by comparing the counts from the radiometer to be calibrated with the corresponding radiances, calculated from the values of the actual optically acting parameters of the atmosphere and the earth's surface. This vicarious calibration by means of calculated radiances can be applied in every spectral region where the radiative transfer equation can be solved and the actual parameters are known. In this paper use of the method in the solar spectral region is presented, applied to the calibration of the VIS-channel of the European geostationary satellite Meteosat-1. Information on the properties of the satellite is in Sec. IV.

II. Method

For a specific count, as measured by the radiometer to be calibrated, all corresponding optically acting parameters of the atmosphere and the underlying surface are determined. Based on these data, the absolute radiance \( L_T \) (see Table I for a complete list of symbols in this paper) leaving the top of the atmosphere and measured by the satellite is calculated. Comparison of one count with its corresponding radiance gives a calibration value. Repeated comparison of different counts with their corresponding radiances give different calibration values, which are the desired absolute inflight calibration.
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In practice, the method starts with a search for conditions where knowledge of the optical parameters is best or most simply achieved. From these data, radiiances can be calculated for any zenith and azimuth angle of sun and satellite derived from the position of satellite, target, and sun. The first of these conditions is a cloudfree atmosphere, which is necessary to assume a homogeneous atmosphere and to eliminate microphysical parameters of clouds which are difficult to measure.

In many cloudfree cases, the surface reflectance dominates the upward radiances emerging from the top of the atmosphere. For the radiance calculation used in the vicarious calibration technique, it is, therefore, necessary to be precise with the reflectance, which means using the spectral bidirectional reflection functions.

Use of different surface types, each with different atmospheric turbidities and different solar zenith and azimuth angles, gives rise to independent calibration values. If the radiometer responds linearly, these values can be combined into a straight line, the slope of which is the resulting single calibration constant. If the radiometer can measure deep space, the resulting counts allow fixing of the intersection point of the straight line with the abscissa because the radiances from space can be assumed to be zero.

The method of vicarious calibration in the solar range, as mentioned above, can be used to calibrate any satellite-borne radiometer working in this spectral range.

### III. Uncertainty in the Method

Uncertainty in the calibration results from uncertainty in the measured counts and in the calculated radiances. The more accurate these quantities are and the more calibration values are used to determine the calibration curve, the less is its uncertainty.

Of course, if counts from different parts of the image or different times are used to derive the calibration curve, the response of the radiometer is assumed to be stable over the image for the duration of the calibration. On the other hand, multiple calibration at different times allows a check on whether the radiometer is drifting.

The uncertainty of the counts comes from the digitization steps and the noise. The uncertainty in the calculated radiances results from uncertainty of the optical parameters used and from imprecision of the calculation procedure.

The uncertainty from the digitization steps of the counts cannot be reduced at a single count; an improvement in this aspect of the calibration is only possible by using more counts. To keep the uncertainty in the radiances small, actual data and a good computer code must be used. Again improvement in the calibration curve or a check on the individual calibration values is possible by using more calibration values.

Such an improvement is simplest for radiometers which respond linearly to the incoming radiation. Then, as mentioned above, the result of the calibration procedure is one calibration constant, the slope of the straight line determined from the calibration values. The divergence of the calibration values from the line

---

**Table I. List of Symbols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_0$</td>
<td>Solar irradian at the top of the atmosphere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{rec}$</td>
<td>Upward emerging radiance from the top of the atmosphere, the radiances at the satellite, integrated over the wavelength range $0.4 \mu m$ to $1.1 \mu m$ [with rectangular spectral response equal to 1, Eq. (7)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{sat}$</td>
<td>Upward emerging radiance from the top of the atmosphere measured by Meteosat-VIS-channel, weighted with its spectral response [Eq. (2)], the effective radiance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_{sol}$</td>
<td>Upward emerging radiance from the top of the atmosphere, the radiances at the satellite, integrated over the total solar wavelength region [Eq. (6)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$L_T$</td>
<td>Upward emerging radiance from the top of the atmosphere, the radiances at the satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>Linke turbidity factor (total optical depth in multiples of Rayleigh optical depth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$c_{sat}$</td>
<td>Calibration constant for the Meteosat-VIS-channels [Eqs. (3), (4), (10), and (11)]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{rec}$</td>
<td>Conversion factor for calculating $L_{rec}$ from $L_{sat}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{sol}$</td>
<td>Conversion factor for calculating $L_{sol}$ from $L_{sat}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{s\alpha}$</td>
<td>Elevation angle of sun, satellite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda$</td>
<td>Wavelength; converts a quantity into spectral quantity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_A$</td>
<td>Gas absorption coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_{\alpha\lambda}$</td>
<td>Bidirectional reflection function</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Azimuth angle of satellite relative to sun's azimuth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\omega$</td>
<td>Single-scattering albedo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where the response is linear, the calibration values lie on a straight line, which slope is the calibration constant $c$:

$$L_T = c \cdot \text{count.}$$ (1)

Of course, the method is not restricted to a specific wavelength region. In the solar spectral region, radiation leaving the atmosphere consists of photons originating from the sun and scattered in the atmosphere or reflected at the surface. So the spectral radiances from the top of the atmosphere $E_0$ depend on the angles among sun, target, and satellite, on the spectral irradiance of the extraterrestrial sun $E_0$, (corrected with a factor to take into account the varying distance between sun and earth during the year) and on the spectral optical properties of atmosphere and surface. In cloudless atmospheres, the relevant optical parameters are the turbidity (expressed as Linke turbidity factor $T$, or optical depth $\delta$), the scattering phase function $P_\lambda$ and the single-scattering albedo $\omega$ (both depending on aerosol size distribution and refractive index), the absorption coefficient $\sigma_\lambda$ for absorption due to atmospheric gases, and the reflectance of the surface $\gamma_{\alpha\lambda}$.

If all these parameters are known, the radiances to be measured by the satellite-borne radiometer can be calculated by solving the radiative transfer equation.
It formed part of the global network of geostationary satellites distributed around the equator. Meteosat-1 was launched in Nov. 1977 to a position at \( \lambda = 0 \) longitude. As a substitute, Meteosat-2 was launched with a similar radiometer in June 1981.

The principal payload of Meteosat-1 was a multispectral radiometer with a channel in the thermal IR, a channel in the water vapor absorption band, and two identical channels in the solar spectral region, the VIS-channels. In the data processing procedure the European Space Operation Centre (ESOC) adjusted both channels to give the same signal, and so they are not distinguished in the following. The instantaneous FOV of the VIS-channel is 2.5 km. Figure 1 shows the nearly triangular shape of the spectral response \( \tau_{\text{sat}} \alpha \) of the VIS-channel of Meteosat-1.

Here the method of vicarious calibration is applied to calibrate this channel. The calibration is to be understood as the determination of the relation between the effective radiances \( L_{\text{sat}} \) and the Meteosat-VIS-channel output in counts, since the effective radiances are converted into counts by the measuring device.

The effective radiance \( L_{\text{sat}} \) is the integral over the incoming spectral radiances \( L_{\text{T},\lambda} \) weighted with the spectral response \( \tau_{\text{sat}} \alpha \):

\[
L_{\text{sat}} = \int_{0}^{\infty} L_{\text{T},\lambda} \cdot \tau_{\text{sat}} \alpha \cdot d\lambda.
\]  

From preflight measurements it is anticipated that the Meteosat-VIS-channel responds linearly. Therefore, as mentioned above, the relation between radiances and counts is given by a straight line, which slope is the calibration constant \( c_{\text{sat}} \).

The Meteosat-VIS-channel output is originally digitized into 6-bit counts. To make use of data similar to those of the Meteosat-IR-channel, the data processing procedure by ESOC adds 2 bits to each count. Thus the users start with 8-bit counts. For each pixel, the original 6 bits of information can be extracted from these 8-bit counts by canceling the last 2 bits. In this paper all the data are reduced to these original 6-bit counts, and the calibration is made for these data.

The digitization in the Meteosat-VIS-channel gives counts equal to 1 or more for any detector output voltage higher than \(-5\) mV (Ref. 12); consequently count 1 stands for small radiances including radiance zero. Thus the intersection point of the calibration straight line with the count axis is at the count 0.5 (see Fig. 6), and the resulting equation is given as

\[
L_{\text{sat}} = c_{\text{sat}} \cdot [(6\text{-bit count}) - 0.5],
\]  

where \( c_{\text{sat}6} \) is the calibration constant for 6-bit counts.

For the 8-bit digitization it follows that count 4 stands for zero radiance, and consequently the intersection point is at count 2. The calibration constant for 8-bit counts is \( c_{\text{sat}8} \); the resulting calibration equation is

\[
L_{\text{sat}} = c_{\text{sat}8} \cdot (8\text{-bit count}) - 2.
\]  

Because the calibration relates counts to effective radiances, it does not depend on the spectral composition of the signal. As mentioned in Sec. II it is possible to use completely different targets, different atmospheric conditions, and different angles to determine the calibration constants \( c_{\text{sat}6} \) and \( c_{\text{sat}8} \) and so to minimize their uncertainties.

Counts were selected from deep space and from four surfaces which are homogeneous and for which the reflection functions are available. These surfaces are rough ocean, the savanna in Namibia, pasture land in northern Germany, and freshly fallen snow. The values of the optical parameters of the atmosphere are derived from my measurements and from assumptions based on air mass trajectories, values of horizontal visibility, and radiosonde data. Values for the extraterrestrial sun are taken from Neckel and Labs for more details see Sec. VII.)
V. Conversion Factors

The spectral radiances $L_{T\lambda}$ used in Eq. (2) can also be used to calculate integrated radiances $L_T$, not weighted with any spectral response:

$$L_T = \int_{\lambda_1}^{\lambda_2} L_{T\lambda} \cdot d\lambda.$$  
(5)

The values $L_T$ depend on the wavelength interval $\lambda_1$ to $\lambda_2$ and on the spectral behavior of $L_{T\lambda}$, i.e., on the optical properties of the atmosphere and surface.

There is great interest in absolute radiances derived from Meteosat-VIS-channel counts, e.g., for use in radiation budget studies. In this case radiances in the total solar spectral range $L_{sol}$ are needed. To get $L_{sol}$ integration over the wavelength region from $\sim 0.3$ to $3.0 \mu m$ is necessary:

$$L_{sol} = \int_{0.3}^{3.0} L_{T\lambda} \cdot d\lambda.$$  
(6)

For atmosphere and surface types, for which the optical properties are known in this broad spectral range, the radiances $L_{sol}$ can be calculated for all directions of sun and satellite as well as the radiances $L_{sat}$ [see Eq. (2)]. So conversion factors $f_{sol}$ can be computed, which allow the derivation of $L_{sol}$ from $L_{sat}$ simply by multiplying:

$$L_{sol} = f_{sol} \cdot L_{sat} = f_{sol} \cdot c_{sat} \cdot \text{count}.$$  
(7)

Radiances $L_{sat}$ which have the same value and so result in the same count may originate from different spectral radiances, depending on the optical properties of atmosphere and surface and will cause different $L_{sol}$ values, which means that the $f_{sol}$ factors depend on the optical properties of atmosphere and surface and on the angles of sun and satellite.

As an example, values of $f_{sol}$ are presented in Fig. 2 against the satellite elevation angle for three values of the azimuth difference $\varphi$ between sun and satellite. The values are given for a clear atmosphere ($T_{0.55} = 1.5$) over a blue ocean and medium high sun ($h_0 = 57.5^\circ$) and for a turbid atmosphere ($T_{0.55} = 5$) over a green ocean illuminated by a medium high sun and to a rather turbid atmosphere  ($T_{0.55} = 5$) with the same aerosols over a green ocean illuminated by low sun. In both cases, the amount of water vapor is $3 \text{ g/cm}^2$, and of ozone is $6.4 \times 10^{-4} \text{ g/cm}^2 (\pm 0.3 \text{ atm-cm})$.

As an example, Kriebel measured radiances with a rectangular filter between 0.4 and 1.1 $\mu m$, which are the approximate limits of the Meteosat-VIS-channel (Fig. 1). This radian $L_{rec}$

$$L_{rec} = \int_{0.4}^{1.1} L_{T\lambda} \cdot d\lambda.$$  
(8)

can again be calculated from $L_{sat}$, in this case with the corresponding conversion factor $f_{rec}$:

$$L_{rec} = f_{rec} \cdot L_{sat} = f_{rec} \cdot c_{sat} \cdot \text{count}.$$  
(9)

For the same reasons as for the $f_{sol}$ factors, these $f_{rec}$ factors depend on the optical conditions of atmosphere and surface and on the angles of sun and satellite. As a consequence, the appropriate $f_{rec}$ value must be used if $L_{rec}$ is to be determined from Meteosat counts.

The $f_{rec}$ values are small if $L_{sat}$ values are high compared with the $L_{rec}$ values and vice versa. It follows, for example, that $f_{rec}$ has small values if the spectral radiances $L_{T\lambda}$ are high around the peak in the spectral response curve $f_{sat}$.

In Figs. 3–5 for three surfaces $f_{rec}$ values are plotted against the satellite elevation angle for three values of the azimuth and for a low and medium high sun.

Radiances over dark ocean surfaces outside the sunglint are an example of low $L_{T\lambda}$ values at wavelengths near the peak of $f_{sat}$. In Fig. 3 $f_{rec}$ values valid for such conditions are presented. As in Fig. 2, the values are given for a clear atmosphere over a blue ocean and medium high sun and for a turbid atmosphere over a green ocean with low sun. The behavior of the $f_{rec}$ values can be explained in the same way as the behavior of the $f_{sol}$ values in Fig. 2 and is not repeated.

An example of high $L_{T\lambda}$ values around the peak in the spectral response is provided by radiances over green...
with maritime elevation ho. The atmosphere has medium turbidity.

Figure 3. Conversion factors \( f_{REC} \) [see Eq. (9)] against the satellite elevation \( h_{sat} \). The parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

Figure 4. Conversion factors \( f_{REC} \) [see Eq. (9)] against the satellite elevation \( h_{sat} \). The different curves correspond to azimuth and solar elevation \( h_0 \). The atmosphere has medium turbidity \( (T_{0.55} = 2.5) \) with maritime aerosol\(^{20}\) of 70% relative humidity over pasture land.\(^{15}\)

Water vapor is 3 g/cm\(^2\); ozone is \( 6.4 \times 10^{-4} \) g/cm\(^2\) (0.3 atm-cm).

pasture land. \( f_{REC} \) values for this case and mean atmospheric turbidity are shown in Fig. 4. The values are clearly lower than the values over water outside the sunglint. A small variation can be seen with variation of the solar elevation angle. At low solar elevation the scattering processes in the atmosphere become more important, the signal tends more to the blue, and so the \( f_{REC} \) values become greater.

Figure 5 shows \( f_{REC} \) values for the savanna as the underlying surface. The behavior of the values can again be explained from the color of the radiances at the top of the atmosphere.

In case of clouds, the reflection properties are nearly wavelength independent in the visible.\(^{21}\) So the spectral radiances \( L_{TX} \) show the same spectral behavior as the irradiance of the sun if scattering above the cloud is neglected. Under this assumption, a value \( f_{REC} = 1.88 \) is the result. If some Rayleigh scattering is taken into account, the radiance will be shifted to the blue, and so \( f_{REC} = 1.9-2.0 \) will be a good value over clouds. A more detailed investigation of the \( f_{REC} \) values will also be given in the paper announced.

VI. Numerical Treatment

Calculation of spectral radiances \( L_{TX} \) emerging from the top of the atmosphere is performed by a successive order of scattering program,\(^{22}\) which accounts for all orders of scattering and neglects polarization effects. Spectral bidirectional reflection functions for different surfaces can be used. The spectral scattering phase functions are calculated with a Mie computer program\(^ {23}\) which accounts for particles as homogeneous spheres.

To get spectral radiances at small wavelength intervals, radiances are calculated at five wavelengths with a value of the irradiance of the sun equal to 1. Because of the slow variation of the optical properties of the scattering particles with wavelength, these radiances can be interpolated to get radiances at all wavelengths. Finally the true irradiance of the sun is considered allowing determination of \( L_{TX} \) at twenty-nine wavelengths.

The integration over the wavelength [Eq. (2)], which yields \( L_{sat} \), is performed at 0.025-\( \mu \)m intervals. The absorption of \( \text{H}_2\text{O}, \text{O}_2, \) and \( \text{O}_3 \) is accounted for using the method of expansion of the gas transmission functions into exponential series.\(^ {24,25}\) It is found, for example, that water vapor reduces the upward emerging radiances in the Meteosat-VIS-channel by up to 15% when green pasture land is the underlying surface.

The calculation procedure is checked by comparing calculated and measured radiances.\(^ {26}\) The agreement of the radiances in the Meteosat-VIS-channel from the top of the atmosphere is good.

To save computer time, the radiances are calculated for six solar elevations, twenty-five satellite elevations, and forty azimuths. For the actual angles, radiances are interpolated from these values.

VII. Determination of Atmospheric and Surface Parameters

Actual values of the relevant optically acting parameters of the atmosphere and the earth’s surface are needed for the vicarious calibrations by means of calculated radiances.

Such values were measured on cloudfree days between Apr. and Sept. 1979 at the research platform North Sea (54.7°N and 7.2°E). This position is very
suitable, because the corresponding pixel in the Meteosat picture is well out of the sunglint, and because the amount of air light is high and varies with the sun's height, which gives independent calibration values. Spectral values of the aerosol optical thickness were measured on the platform\(^1\) at ten wavelengths between 0.43 and 2.16 \(\mu m\). The aerosol types were derived from air mass trajectories; the corresponding size distributions and refractive indices were taken from Hänel and Bullrich.\(^2\) The resulting spectral extinction measurements agree well with the in situ results. The reflection functions of the ocean surface were calculated after Cox and Munk\(^3\) from the actual wind velocities. The radiation backscattered into the atmosphere from inside the water was measured at five wavelengths between 0.443 and 0.75 \(\mu m\). It was taken into account as well as the usual low coverage of the surface with whitecaps determined by a photographic method.\(^4\)

To get additional independent calibration values, an area with pasture land in northern Germany (\(-53.5^\circ N, 7.5^\circ E\)) and the savanna in Namibia (\(-18^\circ S, 17^\circ E\)) were used as horizontally homogeneous surfaces, for which reflection functions are known.\(^5\)

The calibration values from pasture land were taken from the end of May until July 1979. The spectral bidirectional reflection functions\(^6\) were supplemented with information on its spectral behavior.\(^7\) Since the summer was wet in northern Germany, the meadows kept green during the period and could be assumed to be represented well by the reflection functions. The aerosol properties taken into account were the same as those measured at the North Sea platform after considering the air mass trajectories.

Calibration values from the savanna were taken in Sept. 1979. This was the same part of the dry season that Kriebel\(^8\) used for his measurements.

For the savanna, the optical thickness was derived from actual visibility values\(^9\) together with the aerosol height distribution.\(^10\) The aerosol type was continental according to the air mass trajectories. Extinction coefficients calculated from the corresponding aerosol data\(^11\) agree with measurements\(^12\) carried out in 1971.

A surface covered with freshly fallen snow in northern Germany (\(-54^\circ N, 10^\circ E\)) was used as an underlying surface 6 Feb. 1979. Its reflectance was assumed to be an isotropic reflector with a spectral albedo after Kondraty.\(^13\) This can be taken as correct, because the snow was deep (more than 50 cm), having fallen the night before, and the backscattered radiation was analyzed. The corresponding optical properties of the atmosphere were derived from air mass trajectories and visibility measurements.

In each case the influence of the air molecules was accounted for by the barometric pressure at ground level. Ozone\(^14\) and oxygen\(^15\) were taken to have their climatological values. The amount of water vapor in the vertical column was calculated from data of the nearest radiosonde. Its band transmission was derived using the equation from Moskalenko\(^16\) and the data from Koepke and Quenzel.\(^17\)

Values of the irradiance of the extraterrestrial sun were taken from Neckel and Labs\(^18\) and corrected with factors to account for variation of the distance between sun and earth in the course of the year.\(^19\)

The elevation of Meteosat at the targets varied from 27\(^\circ\) over the North Sea to 60\(^\circ\) over the savanna. Solar elevations varied between 15\(^\circ\) in the morning and in the evening and more than 65\(^\circ\) at noon. The azimuth difference between sun and satellite azimuth ranged from \(-70^\circ\) in the morning to 180\(^\circ\) near noon.

To get additional information about the calibration 8-bit data. The dotted step curve represents the digitization steps of the Meteosat-VIS-channel; i.e., the independent calibration values are plotted.

Only values from cloudfree pixels are shown. Nevertheless, a few calibration values from clouds were derived. For example, a very bright tropical cloud showed a 6-bit count of 46 at a solar elevation of 76\(^\circ\). A corresponding effective radiance of 122.5 W \(m^{-2} \cdot sr^{-1}\) was calculated based on an albedo of 80\%. In fact these calibration values fit well onto the straight line, which is composed of the calibration values of the other surfaces. Despite the good fit, the clouds are not used to derive the calibration constant because of uncertainties.

VIII. Resulting Calibration Constant

In Fig. 6 the effective radiances \(L_{\text{sat}}\), calculated from the actual data of the relevant optical properties of the atmosphere and the surface, are plotted against the corresponding 6-bit counts of the Meteosat-VIS-channel; i.e., the independent calibration values are plotted.

Fig. 6. Effective radiance \(L_{\text{sat}}\) [see Eq. (2)] over corresponding counts of the Meteosat-VIS-channel. The counts are presented as 6- and 8-bit data. The dotted step curve represents the digitization steps of the 6-bit data. The slope of the broken straight line represents the calibration constant \(c_{\text{sat}} = 2.66 \ W \cdot m^{-2} \cdot sr^{-1}/(6\text{-bit count})\).
due to their local optical properties. Therefore, only counts with values lower than 16 are used, and the 6-bit count axis ends at this value. The 8-bit scale is presented as an additional axis, and it is curtailed for the same reason.

The counts are taken over the ocean surface from histograms of 400 pixels (~125 × 55 km in the German Bight), of 90 pixels over the pasture land and the snow (~30 × 50 km in northern Germany), and of 3200 pixels over the savanna (~105 × 210 km in northern Namibia). The size of these areas is adapted to the homogeneity of the surfaces. As a result the histograms usually have less than three columns. For the calibration the counts with highest frequency are used. If the frequency of the less than three columns. For the calibration the counts of the histograms of 400 pixels (125 × 55 km in the German Bight), of 90 pixels over the pasture land and the snow (30 × 50 km in northern Germany), and of 3200 pixels over the savanna (105 × 210 km in northern Namibia). The size of these areas is adapted to the homogeneity of the surfaces. As a result the histograms usually have less than three columns. For the calibration the counts with highest frequency are used. If the frequency of the counts in the histograms is higher than 60%, they are marked in Fig. 6 by a dot. If there are two counts with nearly the same frequency between 40 and 50%, two dots are plotted and connected with a line. A horizontal line is plotted without dots, to mark counts with a frequency of <40% but more than 20%. Other counts with lower frequency occur in a few cases but are not representative and not shown in Fig. 6. The counts from deep space are also not shown. As mentioned in Sec. III, they are only used to check the intersection point of the straight line with the abscissa.

In order not to overload the figure, error bars for the radiances are not given, but the inaccuracy of these values and of the resulting calibration constant is discussed in Sec. IX.

Obviously the calibration values can be fitted well to a straight line, which is in agreement with the linear response of the Meteosat-VIS-channel as reported above. The linear regression results in a slope of 2.64; the intersection point at the abscissa is at 0.47 counts.

If the intersection point is fixed at 0.5 counts, which is right from the deep space data, the regression results in a slope of 2.66, which becomes the calibration constant for 6-bit counts:

\[ c_{sat6} = 2.66 \text{ W} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{sr}^{-1}/(6\text{-bit count}). \]  

Consequently the calibration constant for 8-bit counts is

\[ c_{sat8} = 0.665 \text{ W} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{sr}^{-1}/(8\text{-bit count}). \]  

To calculate radiances from 8-bit counts, Eq. (3) has to be used and from 8-bit counts [Eq. (4)]

The calibration was made during the summer of 1979, i.e., the last quarter of the lifetime of Meteosat-1. All counts are measured by the Meteosat-1 radiometer with a gain called gain 0. The resulting calibration constants \( c_{sat6} \) and \( c_{sat8} \) are valid for this period and gain.

**IX. Accuracy of the Calibration of the Meteosat-VIS-Channel**

The accuracy of the calibration is considered for the 6-bit counts, i.e., \( c_{sat6} \). Since the 8-bit counts are directly derived from these data (Sec. IV) the accuracy for \( c_{sat8} \) is the same.

The calibration constant is calculated as the slope of a straight line, which is composed of forty-three independent calibration values and additional values from deep space. The regression coefficient is 0.998.

Unfortunately the calibration is not as good as expected from the high-regression coefficient. The broad digitization steps of the Meteosat-VIS-channel result in an uncertainty that cannot be ignored.

The dotted steplike curve in Fig. 6 shows the 6-bit digitization steps. More than 91% of the calibration values lie on this curve, which shows that the calibration is good. (Calibration values from counts with nearly the same frequency in the histogram, marked by two dots connected with a line, are said to meet the curve if one dot meets the curve.)

To test the uncertainty resulting from the digitization, the calibration constant was varied by ±5%. The increased constant results in a steeper step curve, which is matched by 79% of the calibration values. The flatter step curve, based on the decreased calibration constant, is matched by 74% of the calibration values. This reduction is evident, but, because the number of calibration values is not high enough to be unequivocal, the uncertainty of ±5% is assumed to be valid in the calibration constant.

Beside this inaccuracy in \( c_{sat} \) due to the counts, the radiances also give rise to an uncertainty. Possible differences between the calculated radiances and those really measured by the radiometer and converted into the corresponding counts are called errors of the radiances. If these errors are random at different calibration values, they do not change the shape of the straight line, and so no inaccuracy in \( c_{sat} \) results. However, if these errors are systematic, the slope will vary, which makes \( c_{sat} \) inaccurate. Errors in \( L_{sat} \) depend on the uncertainties (1) in the values of the solar irradiance, (2) in the spectral response of the channel, (3) in the calculation procedure, and (4) in the optical data of atmosphere and surface.

(1) Values of the spectral solar irradiance from Neckel and Labs\(^1\) are used, which have an error not higher than 1%. Moreover only the error averaged over the broad Meteosat-VIS-channel (Fig. 1) becomes effective in the calibration constant. The factor accounting for the variation of the distance between sun and earth during the year can be assumed to be precise. Thus the uncertainty in the \( c_{sat} \) values due to the irradiance of the sun can be said to be 1\% or less.

(2) An uncertainty in the spectral response \( \tau_{sat} \) of the radiometer gives an uncertainty in the effective radiances \( L_{sat} \). Errors in \( \tau_{sat} \) are not published. Thus the resulting error in \( c_{sat} \) can only be estimated. As a drastic assumption, the \( \tau_{sat} \) values for wavelengths lower than 0.725 \( \mu \)m (the maximum of \( \tau_{sat} \)) are decreased by 10%, and the \( \tau_{sat} \) values for longer values are increased by 10% and vice versa. The resulting \( L_{sat} \) values decrease or increase, depending on the spectral composition of the signal, i.e., for different surface types. The resulting slope of the straight line would become 2.5, and 2.71 respectively, but only 84%, (85%) of the calibration values would lie on the resulting step curve. This means that the assumption of the uncertainty in the \( \tau_{sat} \) values will be too strong. Nevertheless an uncertainty...
in \( c_{\text{sat}} \) of 2% will be assumed, which corresponds to the variation of the slope mentioned above.

From the uncertainty in the \( \tau_{\text{sat}} \) values no uncertainty results in the radiances \( L_{\text{sol}} \) and \( L_{\text{rec}} \) (Sec. V), the quantities users want to work with. These radiances can be calculated with the help of the conversion factors \( f_{\text{sol}} \) and \( f_{\text{rec}} \) together with \( c_{\text{sat}} \) from the Meteosat-VIS-counts. These conversion factors are calculated with the same spectral response as used in calculation of the \( L_{\text{sat}} \) values. Thus if \( c_{\text{sat}} \) together with \( f_{\text{sol}} \) or \( f_{\text{rec}} \) is used, no uncertainty due to the spectral response remains in the resulting radiances. The same, of course, is valid if \( f_{\text{sol}} \) or \( f_{\text{rec}} \) values are taken from any other author as long as he uses the same \( \tau_{\text{sat}} \) values.

(3) The calculation accuracy of the multiple-scattering program\(^{22}\) is better than 1%.\(^{40}\) Neglecting the polarization may account for an additional inaccuracy in the spectral radiances of <3% as concluded after Tanaka\(^{41}\) and Eschelbach.\(^{42}\) The determination of the band transmission of the atmospheric gases and their expansion into an exponential series lead to 5% uncertainty in the calculated gas absorption. But this absorption reduces \( L_{\text{sat}} \) under normal conditions by no more than 15%. Therefore, the resulting uncertainty in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) is <0.5%. The interpolation over the wavelengths is executed with an accuracy of better than 2%. For the interpolation over the angles, the resulting uncertainty is <1%.

All these errors lead to statistical errors in the calibration values because very different parameter conditions and angles are used. To be on the safe side, a remaining systematic error of 1% in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) is assumed, which results in the same error in \( c_{\text{sat}} \).

(4) Errors in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) follow from the inaccuracy of the turbidity values due to measuring errors or due to uncertainties in the aerosol height distribution. In some cases, the aerosol type could not be determined with certainty. Errors can also result from this type, that is, from the phase function and the single scattering albedo used. The error in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) due to these sources of error is up to 0.7 W \( \cdot \) m\(^{-2} \) sr\(^{-1}\).

Errors in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) from the inaccuracy of the amount of water vapor are <2%, because data from the nearest radiosonde are used. Ozone reduces the signal no more than 2%, so its difference from the climatological values can be ignored.

The uncertainty in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) caused by the reflection function of the water surface can be assumed to be 2% or less because the values are taken outside the sunglint, where its contribution to the signal at the satellite is low. Furthermore, measured values are used for the amount of whitecaps and for the underlight. The inaccuracy of the reflection functions of the land surfaces is high in the short-wavelength region.\(^{16}\) But taking into account the spectral response of the radiometer and the path radiance, the resulting uncertainty in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) is 2%. It must be stressed that bidirectional reflection functions are used in the calculations, which is necessary because the assumption of a Lambertian reflector for the land surfaces would lead to an unacceptable error in the radiances of up to 25%.\(^{43}\) The uncertainty in \( L_{\text{sat}} \) caused by the reflection function of the snow covered surface is assumed to be no more than 3%, because the snow is fresh, the conditions of the published values are fulfilled, and the sun is rather low; i.e., the contribution of the path radiance is high.

All these errors are statistical and so do not result in an error in \( c_{\text{sat}} \). Only the error of the reflection function of the land surfaces may be systematic, because these data all were measured with the same radiometer. However, the calibration of this radiometer should not show an error in the same direction in all channels. Nevertheless to account for possible small additional differences between the actual and the used reflection functions, a 3% uncertainty in \( c_{\text{sat}} \) owing to knowledge of the optical data is assumed.

The different possible systematic errors in the calibration values are independent and so can be combined as root sum square to the total inaccuracy of \( c_{\text{sat}} \) which is ±6.3%. As mentioned above, the error in \( c_{\text{sat}} \) based on the inaccuracy of the spectral response of the Meteosat-VIS-channel will not cause an error in \( L_{\text{rec}} \) and \( L_{\text{sol}} \). So the total error in the product \( c_{\text{sat}} \) multiplied by \( f_{\text{rec}} \) or \( f_{\text{sol}} \), i.e. the total error of the vicarious calibration presented in this paper is ±6%.

In addition to the error caused by the inaccuracy of the calibration discussed above, radiances determined from the counts have an error of plus or minus half a count owing to the digitization steps of the radiometer. The resulting error in the radiances is ±1.3 W \( \cdot \) m\(^{-2} \) sr\(^{-1}\), which is rather high at low radiances.

X. Comparison with Other Calibrations

Results of the calibration presented here can be compared with results of (1) Möser et al.,\(^{19}\) which is a constant equivalent to \( c_{\text{sat}} \), and (2) Kriebel,\(^{5}\) which are calibration factors equivalent to \( f_{\text{rec}} \) multiplied by \( c_{\text{sat}} \), and so depend on the state of the atmosphere and the surface.

(1) The calibration constant presented by Möser et al.\(^{19}\) is evaluated for their use of Meteosat counts to determine the radiation balance in the solar spectral region. Their calibration was similar to this paper but with only six data pairs, all taken over the Sahara. The reflection function is taken as an isotropic albedo; other data for the calculations are not reported. To compare radiances and counts they use a straight line crossing the origin of the coordinates. Their resulting calibration constant equivalent to \( c_{\text{sat}} \) is 2.42 ± 0.16 Wm\(^{-2} \) sr\(^{-1}\)/(6-bit count). If they were to use the better value of 0.5 counts as an intersection point, their resulting constant becomes 2.48.

(2) Kriebel\(^{5}\) calibrates the Meteosat-VIS-channel by comparing counts with corresponding radiances \( L_{\text{rec}} \) measured with a calibrated instrument from a high-altitude aircraft. With a radiometer which always looks in the same direction as Meteosat, radiances over four surface types (Table II) are taken, averaged over the flight pattern. In each case, a calibration factor is calculated as the slope of the straight line, determined by the single data pair of count and radiance and by the origin of the coordinates.
Table II. Calibration Factors of the Meteosat-VIS-Channel (6-bit Counts) Compared with Results from Kriebel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target type</th>
<th>Conversion factors ( f_{\text{rec}} )</th>
<th>Calibration factors ( f_{\text{rec}} \cdot c_{\text{sat}} )</th>
<th>Kriebel(^a) calibration factors ( u_c )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \text{(frec)} )</td>
<td>( \text{(%)} )</td>
<td>( \text{(%)} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land surface</td>
<td>1.6-1.8</td>
<td>4.26-4.79 ± 6</td>
<td>5.16 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stratocumulus</td>
<td>1.9-2.0</td>
<td>5.05-5.32 ± 6</td>
<td>5.40 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic Ocean</td>
<td>2.9-3.0</td>
<td>7.71-7.98 ± 6</td>
<td>9.60 ± 20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediterranean Sea</td>
<td>2.5-2.8</td>
<td>6.65-7.45 ± 6</td>
<td>8.00 ± 20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned above, a specific count may lead to different \( L_{\text{rec}} \) values under different conditions due to the spectral response of the radiometer. Thus Kriebel's calibration factors, called \( u_c \) here, vary like the \( f_{\text{rec}} \) values with the spectral composition of the radiances \( L_{\text{rec}} \) which he used for his calibration.

This means that Kriebel's calibration factors \( u_c \) can only be applied directly to those types of surface where comparison measurements have actually been made.\(^5\) The same restriction holds for the other conditions which determine the color of the radiances at the actual comparison measurements. Thus the calibration factors \( u_c \) are valid only for specific angles of sun and satellite and for specific conditions of atmosphere and surface.

From Eq. (9) the following equivalence is deduced:

\[
 u_c = f_{\text{rec}} \cdot c_{\text{sat}}.
\]  

In Table II together with Kriebel's \( u_c \) values corresponding products of \( c_{\text{sat}} \) times \( f_{\text{rec}} \) are presented, which allow a comparison of the result of this paper with Kriebel's results.

To obtain the right \( f_{\text{rec}} \) values, the angles of sun and satellite are taken from the position and time of flights. The uncertainties in the \( f_{\text{rec}} \) values from the uncertainties of the reflection function and atmospheric state are considered in Table II as a variability range for the \( f_{\text{rec}} \) values. For the atmospheric aerosol, mean conditions are used, because no actual data are available. For the land surface, La Mancha in Spain, which is treeless with wheat, corn, and sunflowers, \( f_{\text{rec}} \) values calculated from the savanna (which may agree in color) as well as from the pasture land (which may agree in structure) are taken into account. Of course, in this case the right \( f_{\text{rec}} \) value may still be different. However, the \( f_{\text{rec}} \) values for the cloud and for the sea surfaces will be correct.

The comparison in Table II shows that Kriebel's \( u_c \) values in all four cases are higher than the corresponding result from this paper, especially for the water surfaces. This behavior can be explained as due to the accuracy of the data.

The accuracy of my result is 6.3\%, as discussed in Sec. IX. The measuring accuracy of Kriebel is 5\%. However, he gets an additional inaccuracy due to the broad digitization steps of Meteosat, which is \( \sim 20\% \) over water as an underlying surface,\(^5\) owing to low radiances in this case. Since each calibration factor by Kriebel is derived from only one pair of radiance and count, the uncer-

\[
\text{XI. Summary and Conclusion}
\]

The method of vicarious calibration by means of calculated radiances allows for any spectral region the calibration of satellite-borne radiometers including the complete optics. This paper shows that the method can be used successfully in the solar spectral range.

In the case of radiometers with gray flat spectral response or with small interference filters and with linear response, the result is one calibration constant. This constant is evaluated by comparing counts of the radiometer with corresponding radiances, which are calculated on the basis of actual values of the optically acting parameters of the atmosphere and the earth's surface and on deep space measurements.

Repeated calibration during the lifetime of the radiometer would allow the drift in its response to be followed.

In the case of radiometers with broad response but not gray, the effective radiance (the radiance weighted with the spectral response) which is converted into counts depends on the spectral composition of the signal. An example of such a nonrectangular response curve is the VIS channel of Meteosat, the calibration of which is presented in this paper. A specific count from such a nongray radiometer (i.e., a specific effective radiance) may result from different radiances at the satellite (radiances not weighted with the spectral response) due to a different spectral composition.

Therefore, for radiometers with a broad nongray response, the calibration is separated into two steps: (1) Determination of the calibration constant, which describes the absolute calibration. This constant can be derived in the same way as the constant for a radiometer with gray response and also can be used to monitor a possible drift of the radiometer.

(2) The second step is determination of conversion factors, which connect the effective radiances with radiances at the satellite not weighted with the spectral response of the radiometer. These conversion factors depend on the spectral composition of the signal, i.e., on the optical properties of the atmosphere and the earth's surface and on the geometry. They can be calculated for all possible sets of these parameters.

For the Meteosat-VIS-channel, conversion factors \( f_{\text{sol}} \) [Eq. (7)] and \( f_{\text{rec}} \) [Eq. (9)] are presented with a few examples. They allow either determination of the radiance at the satellite in the total solar range \( L_{\text{sol}} \) or of the radiance at the satellite in the spectral range between 0.4 and 1.1 \( \mu \text{m} \) \( L_{\text{rec}} \). To use the correct conversion factors, knowledge of the actual values of the optical parameters of the atmosphere and the surface is necessary. This knowledge is poor in many cases. A subsequent paper will give conversion factors for further conditions and more important a parametrization which allows the correct conversion factor to be found from the Meteosat signal itself together with day, time, and pixel position.
The calibration constant of the VIS-channel of Meteosat-1 has the value \( c_{\text{sat}} = 2.66 \text{ W} \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{sr}^{-1}/(6\text{-bit count}) \). This constant is valid, at least for summer 1979, the last quarter of the lifetime of the radiometer. It is determined for the gain of the radiometer, called gain 0. The inaccuracy of the calibration is ±6%. It is mainly due to the broad digitization steps. Since this digitization gives additional uncertainty of half a count, i.e., of ±1.3 W \cdot \text{m}^{-2} \cdot \text{sr}^{-1} in the radiances derived from the counts, a better digitization of the Meteosat-VIS-channel is desired.
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